Pseudo feedback is a commonly used technique to improve information retrieval performance. It assumes a few top-ranked documents to be relevant, and learns from them to improve the retrieval accuracy. A serious problem is that the performance is often very sensitive to the number of pseudo feedback documents. In this poster, we address this problem in a language modeling framework. We propose a novel two-stage mixture model, which is less sensitive to the number of pseudo feedback documents than an effective existing feedback model. The new model can tolerate a more flexible setting of the number of pseudo feedback documents without the danger of losing much retrieval accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Pseudo feedback is a commonly used technique to improve retrieval performance. It assumes a few top-ranked documents to be relevant, and learns from them to improve the retrieval accuracy. The assumption that the k top-ranked documents retrieved using the original query are relevant is reasonable in many retrieval situations, but only for small k values; a large k may introduce many non-relevant documents, which would inevitably hurt the performance. On the other hand, when there are many relevant documents in the original ranking list, a small k would not fully take advantage of feedback. This is illustrated in Figure 1 , where we use the feedback model in [5] to test retrieval performance over different number of pseudo feedback documents. We observe that in both data sets, the performance is very sensitive to the choice of k, and after the optimal k, the performance drops quickly. This is because in the original ranking list, the relevant documents and non-relevant documents are mixed together. Unlike in relevance feedback where the user can pick out the relevant ones, we lack such "experts" in the pseudo feedback process. Thus, although we would like to exploit as many relevant documents as possible, using a large k is in general risky since we then are more likely to use non-relevant documents in feedback. To develop a robust pseudo feedback method In this poster, we study this problem in a language modeling framework [2] , in which the pseudo feedback is performed through estimating a feedback query model. We propose a new two-stage mixture model for estimating the feedback query model in a more robust manner. This new model takes the query as a relevant prior and clusters all feedback documents into two categories -relevant and background. Only the documents in the relevant cluster contribute to the updated query model, which makes our model less sensitive to the number of pseudo feedback documents.
A TWO-STAGE MIXTURE MODEL
We first define the following notations: Q is a query. C is the set of all documents in the whole collection, and D is a set of feedback documents. V is the vocabulary set. We use w and d to represent an individual word and document and c(w, d) (c(w, Q)) to mean the count of word w in document d (query Q). Figure 2 illustrates our two-stage mixture model. ΘT is an underlining relevant model (i.e., query model) to be estimated and ΘB is a background model. They are mixed with a mixing parameter α d ∈ [0, 1] to generate each word in a relevant document d rel . A feedback document set D is generated by mixing (with parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]) the relevant documents (d rel ) and non-relevant documents (dnon), which are generated only by ΘB.
To regulate the mixture model, we fix ΘB to one estimated using all the documents in the whole collection C (Note: not D). We also fix λ to a small value 0.01, which is an estimate of percentage of relevant documents in the whole collection. The likelihood of all feedback documents can be written as:
where Λ are parameters: λ, α d , and P (w|ΘT ). To incorporate the original query model, we use the method mentioned in [3] by considering the query as a Dirichlet conjugate prior for ΘT , and do the estimation using the Maximum A Posterior(MAP) estimator. The MAP estimation can be implemented using the standard EM algorithm with some slight modification to the M-step to incorporate the prior pseudo counts, leading to the following updating formulas:
where Z is the mean of beta prior for α d , and µ is its confidence. σ × k is the confidence on the query itself, which means how important a query word compared with the same word in a feedback document, and has been discussed in reference [3] . The superscripts (n) and (n+1) correspond to the current and next step iteration in the EM algorithm respectively.
Intuitively, low-ranked documents are less important than the high-ranked ones. We capture this by setting the prior α
, where rank d is the rank of document d in the original retrieval list. The effect is that a lower ranked document contribute less to query model updating. However, this is only a prior. The real α d values can be automatically adjusted by our model.
A closer examination of our model in Figure 2 indicates that the model in the dash box is precisely the original feedback model proposed in [5] . On top of this is a another mixture clustering model over relevant and non-relevant documents [1] . The new model is thus a two-stage mixture model. The first-stage (word-level) mixture model is to identify "relevant words" to improve the query model, just as in the original feedback model; the second-stage (document-level) mixture model helps us to "guess" and exclude non-relevant documents. We thus selectively use only those likely relevant feedback documents for query model updating. Our hope is that the second-stage clustering can effectively recognize and filter out any possible noise introduced due to the increase in the number of feedback documents so that the whole model would be more stable than the original model, which allow all feedback documents to affect query model updating.
EXPERIMENTS
We test our new mixture model on the Associated Press (AP88-89) data set with queries 101-150 [4] , and use the average precision to evaluate the retrieval performance. 
Figure 4: Sensitivity
The first experiment is to compare our new model with the old model. We use the best parameter setting for both models. As shown in Figure 3 , both models achieve the best performance around 30 feedback documents, but the new model performs clearly better and is much more robust when the number of feedback documents is large. However, even though our model is more robust than the original one, it is still not so robust as we would like; the performance drop due to the use of more feedback documents is clear.
Our second experiment is to study the sensitivity of our model to the parameter µ, which is the confidence of prior α prior d
. We test the sensibility of µ under different k values. The results are shown in Figure 4 . We can observe that the performance is relatively insensitive to µ, which enables users to set it more easily and flexibly.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster, we present a new mixture model for performing pseudo feedback. To our best knowledge, this is the first work to study the model sensitivity to the number of feedback documents. The main idea of this new model is to cluster the feedback documents by considering the original query as a prior for the relevant model. The new model extends and improves the existing mixture model studied in [5] . It intends to automatically "identify" the true relevant documents from the whole feedback document set, which makes setting of the number of pseudo feedback documents more flexible, and less sensitive. The preliminary experiment results on one data set are encouraging. In the future, we will test the model more thoroughly and explore how to further improve its robustness.
